201700134
Fray Severinojimenez
On December 30, 2016, a man entered a NYCHA building to visit his mother, went up to her
apartment, knocked, and, when she didn’t answer, went downstairs and left the building. When he
exited, he was stopped by PO Fray Severinojimenez.
The officer stated that he had developed a suspicion that the man was trespassing because PO
Severinojimenez saw him speaking to another person in the lobby and go back and forth between
the stairwell and lobby multiple times. The NYCHA video surveillance footage confirmed that the
man had gone up the stairway once, then down it a few minutes later, and that he had not spoken to
anyone in the lobby.
The CCRB found that PO Severinojimenez conducted an unlawful stop and that there was evidence
he lied in his CCRB interview. The NYPD disciplined him by providing him with formalized
training.

CCRB INVESTIGATIVE RECOMMENDATION
Investigator:

Team:

CCRB Case #:

Wassim Abedrabbo

Squad #12

Incident Date(s)

Location of Incident:

201700134

 Force
 Abuse

Friday, 12/30/2016 10:53 PM

 Discourt. ¨ U.S.
¨ O.L.
 Injury

Precinct:

18 Mo. SOL

EO SOL

40

6/30/2018

6/30/2018

Date/Time CV Reported

CV Reported At:

How CV Reported:

Date/Time Received at CCRB

Thu, 01/05/2017 5:07 PM

CCRB

Call Processing
System

Thu, 01/05/2017 5:07 PM

Complainant/Victim

Type

Home Address

Subject Officer(s)

Shield

TaxID

Command

1. POM Fray Severinojimenez

06137

§ 87(2)(b)

PSA 7

2. POM Joseph Millosky

15928

§ 87(2)(b)

PSA 7

3. POM Ronald Tavarez

20041

§ 87(2)(b)

PSA 7

Witness Officer(s)

Shield No

Tax No

Cmd Name

1. SGT Galileo Garcia

01427

§ 87(2)(b)

PSA 7

Officer(s)

Allegation

Investigator Recommendation

A . POM Fray Severinojimenez

Abuse of Authority: At § 87(2)(b)
in the Bronx,
Police Officer Fray Severinojimenez stopped § 87(2)(b)
.

A.

§ 87(2)(g)

B . POM Fray Severinojimenez

Force: At § 87(2)(b)
in the Bronx, Police Officer
Fray Severinojimenez used physical force against §(b)87(2)
.

B.

§ 87(2)(g)

C . POM Joseph Millosky

Force: At § 87(2)(b)
in the Bronx, Police Officer
Joseph Millosky used physical force against § 87(2)(b)
.

C.

§ 87(2)(g)

D . POM Ronald Tavarez

Force: At § 87(2)(b)
in the Bronx, Police Officer
Ronald Tavarez used physical force against § 87(2)(b)
.

D.

§ 87(2)(g)

E . POM Fray Severinojimenez

Discourtesy: En route to the PSA7 stationhouse, Police
Officer Fray Severinojimenez spoke discourteously to §(b)87(2)
.

E.

§ 87(2)(g)

F . POM Fray Severinojimenez

Other: There is evidence suggesting Police Officer Fray
SeverinoJimenez provided a false official statement in
violation of PG 203-08

F.

§ 87(2)(g)
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•
•

This is the first CCRB complaint filed against PO Tavarez, who has been a member of
service for one year (see officer history).
This is the first CCRB complaint filed against PO Millosky, who has been a member of
service for two years (see officer history).

Findings and Recommendations
Allegation A – Abuse: At § 87(2)(b)
in the Bronx, Police Officer Fray
§
87(2)(b)
SeverinoJimenez stopped
It is undisputed that PO SeverinoJimenez was the officer who stopped § 87(2)(b)
It is also
undisputed that PO SeverinoJimenez was the only officer to speak with § 87(2)(b)
asking him
questions about where he was coming from and requesting to see his identification.
During his in-person statement at the CCRB on January 12, 2017, § 87(2)(b)
stated that on
§ 87(2)
§ 87(2)(b)
December 30, 2016, he went to
to
visit
his
mother,
who
(b)
§
87(2)(b)
§
87(2)(b)
lives in
of the building (Board Review 05).
was alone and immediately
after arriving at the location he went up to the third floor. After he went up to his mother’s
apartment, knocked on her door, waited for approximately 30 seconds, and decided that his
mother was not home, § 87(2)(b)
returned to the lobby of the building through a staircase to
wait for her outside of the building. As § 87(2)(b)
was exiting the stairwell into the lobby of the
building, PO SeverinoJimenez, PO Tavarez, and PO Millosky were outside of the stair case. PO
SeverinoJimenez said, “Hey guy, where are you coming from?” § 87(2)(b)
responded by telling
PO SeverinoJimenez that he was on the third floor of the building visiting his mother. After, PO
SeverinoJimenez asked § 87(2)(b)
for his identification and § 87(2)(b)
provided it. §87(2)
asked PO SeverinoJimenez what he did wrong. PO SeverinoJimenez said, “Well you’re
trespassing.”
On January 20, 2017, § 87(2)(b)
provided a Verizon Wireless bill to the investigation that
§
87(2)(b)
was addressed to his mother, “
,” at “§ 87(2)(b)
” (Board Review 11).
The investigation obtained the December 30, 2016, NYCHA security footage from the lobby
of § 87(2)(b)
in the Bronx (Board Review 02). The angles relevant to the investigation
capture the inside lobby area immediate to the main entrance of the building (Board Review 06),
hereafter referred to as Video1, and a lobby hallway in which the elevator bank and the back
entrance to the building can be seen (Board Review 07), hereafter referred to as Video2.
The investigation obtained video footage starting approximately one hour prior to the
captured interaction. § 87(2)(b)
is not pictured in the surveillance footage until he enters the
building in Video1.
§ 87(2)
At 0:04 of Video1, § 87(2)(b)
is pictured entering the lobby of
alone.
(b)
He continues into the frame of Video2, entering the frame at 1:10. Immediately after § 87(2)(b)
enters the frame of Video2 he stands in front of the elevator alone, depicted between 1:10 and
1:14. The elevator opens at 1:15 and six individuals enter the elevator. At 1:23 § 87(2)(b)
turns
away from the elevator, and he enters a door directly adjacent to the elevator, which by the
account of all parties leads to a staircase.
At 1:15 of Video2, three individuals, identified by PO SeverinoJimenez as himself and his
partners (Board Review 08), appear at the top of the frame standing outside of the back of the
entrance. PO SeverinoJimenez and his partners stand at that door until 2:06, attempting to enter
the building. At 2:06, the three officers walk away from the back door, exiting the frame of the
camera.
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PO SeverinoJimenez, PO Tavarez, and PO Millosky re-enter from the bottom of Video2’s
frame once more at 3:06. At 3:13, while the three officers are standing at outside of the staircase,
§ 87(2)(b)
exits from the same door that he entered for the first time since he went into the
staircase at 1:23. As soon as he exits, he is stopped by the officers.
§ 87(2)(b)
entered the staircase once. The only time § 87(2)(b)
exits the staircase is the
moment he is stopped by PO SeverinoJimenez.
During his CCRB statement, PO SeverinoJimenez stated that he was standing outside of §87(2)
in the Bronx when he observed § 87(2)(b)
for the first time standing inside of
the lobby of the building (Board Review 08). § 87(2)(b)
was standing and speaking with an
unidentified individual in front of the building elevators. PO SeverinoJimenez observed §87(2)
go into a stairwell and remain there for approximately five to 10 seconds, after which §87(2)
exited the stairwell and he returned to the same position in front of the elevator with the
unidentified individual. § 87(2)(b)
and the unidentified individual conversed for another 45
seconds, and then § 87(2)(b)
returned into the stairwell once more for another five to 10
seconds, re-exiting, and returning in front of the elevator once more. PO SeverinoJimenez’s
observations led him to suspect that § 87(2)(b)
was trespassing in the building. PO
SeverinoJimenez’s sole reason for suspecting that § 87(2)(b)
was trespassing was the action of
§ 87(2)(b)
entering the stairwell twice for a short amount of time and then § 87(2)(b)
returning
in front of the elevators. PO SeverinoJimenez did not suspect § 87(2)(b)
of committing any
other crimes at that time.
PO SeverinoJimenez further stated that he approached and his partners entered the building
and approached the two individuals, at which point PO SeverinoJimenez “made eye contact” with
the unidentified individual and the unidentified individual immediately walked away into an open
elevator and he took the elevator up into the building.
Upon approaching § 87(2)(b)
PO SeverinoJimenez asked him if he lived in the building.
§ 87(2)(b)
said that he did not live in the building, but his mother did. § 87(2)(b)
then said,
“Are you going to harass me?” PO SeverinoJimenez then requested § 87(2)(b)
s identification
and § 87(2)(b)
complied.
At the conclusion of PO SeverinoJimenez’s interview, he was presented the video footage
obtained by the investigation. At the conclusion of the video, PO SeverinoJimenez was asked if
seeing the video footage either helped him remember the incident more clearly or if he had
anything additional to add, to which PO SeverinoJimenez said, “No.”
Both PO Tavarez and PO Millosky stated that they were patrolling the grounds of the Mott
Haven NYCHA complex when PO SeverinoJimenez informed them that he observed a suspicious
§ 87(2)
individual going “in and out” of
(Board Review 09) (Board Review 10).
(b)
§
87(2)(b)
Neither officer observed
until PO SeverinoJimenez informed them that he was
suspicious of § 87(2)(b)
The officers then went into the building to conduct a vertical patrol of
the building, a tactic used by PSA officers in which they go to the top floor of a building and
patrol the building floor by floor. When the officers entered the building and they approached the
elevators to take it to the top floor, § 87(2)(b)
exited the stairwell. PO SeverinoJimenez then
§
87(2)(b)
approached
he asked him if he lived in the building, and he asked him to provide
identification.
Given that the video evidence corroborates § 87(2)(b)
s account of his movements prior to
being stopped, the Verizon Bill corroborated § 87(2)(b)
s claim that he was visiting someone
who lives in the building, and that PO Millosky and PO Tavarez both did not see § 87(2)(b)
prior to PO SeverinoJimenez stopping him, the investigation is crediting that § 87(2)(b)
entered
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§ 87(2)(g)

______________________________________________________________________________
Squad: 12

Investigator:

____________________ ____________________
Signature
Print

_____________
Date

Squad Leader: ____________________ ____________________
Signature
Title/Print

_____________
Date
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